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Time-wavelength optical sampling (TWOS) is proposed here as a scheme that leverages the advantages of both 
wavelength-time mapping and ultrafast optical sampling to achieve real-time spectral measurement with simple 
configurations and slow photodetectors. As a proof of concept, a TWOS spectrometer based on dynamic optical 
sampling by laser cavity tuning is developed. Real-time absorption spectroscopy with a 0.3-nm spectral resolution 
and a 60-nm total spectral range (laser-limited) is demonstrated at an 150-Hz updating rate. Theoretical analysis 
and practical limiting factors are discussed in detail. Potential applications of TWOS include spectroscopy, imaging, 
metrology, and optical sensing. © 2018 Optical Society of America 

OCIS codes: (260.2030) Dispersion; (320.1590) Chirping; (300.6500) Spectroscopy, time-resolved; (300.1030) Absorption; (320.7150) Ultrafast 
spectroscopy; (120.6200) Spectrometers and spectroscopic instrumentation.  
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1. INSTRODUCTION Wavelength-time mapping (WTM) is a well-established technique, which converts the spectral components of an ultrafast optical signal into a temporal sequence via linear dispersion. It has been associated with a variety of names, including, for example, frequency-to-time mapping [1], time lens [2], real-time Fourier transformation [3], and dispersive Fourier transformation [4], and has been used in a number of contexts, such as real-time spectroscopy [5-7], arbitrary waveform generation [8,9], analog-to-digital conversion [10,11], and fast imaging [12]. This wide range of applications underscores the ubiquitous importance of time-wavelength transformation in the general field of photonics.  In a standard WTM scheme, a fast photodetector is used to probe the dispersively stretched pulse and convert it into a sequence of power readings that represent the spectral profile of the original pulse [3-12]. This method has proved to be both schematically simple and effective, with the most notable feature being its single-shot capability [13]. However, direct photo-detection does not come without drawbacks. First of all, it puts stringent requirements on the detection system because the speeds of the photodetector and the subsequent electronics dictate the spectral resolution [4]. As a result, photodetectors with tens-of-GHz bandwidths and wideband electronic digitizers (e.g., sampling oscilloscopes) are often required in such schemes [5,10]. 

Moreover, there is a fundamental trade-off between spectral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) since large dispersion often coincides with high optical loss [13]. This problem can be mitigated by employing distributed Raman amplification in dispersive fibers [7,13]. But such additions are often accompanied with significantly increased cost and system complexity. Meanwhile, recent advance in high-repetition-rate ultrafast optical sources has made it possible to make a variety types of “real-time” measurements with periodical pulse trains. The foundation of these techniques is optical sampling [14,15], which uses optical gating instead of electronic gating to achieve superior temporal resolutions. With today’s femtosecond laser sources, optical pulses with durations comparable to or even shorter than 100 fs can be routinely generated at rates well exceeding 100 MHz [16]. As a result, optical sampling can easily surpass its electronic counterpart in terms of temporal resolution by 2–3 orders of magnitude. Moreover, since optical sampling photo-detect cross-correlation instead of the optical signal itself, it does not require high-speed detection systems and its signal-to-noise ratio is less susceptible to low signal powers, two aspects especially relevant in the current context [17]. Because of these unique features, ultrafast optical sampling (UOS) has gained tremendous interest in recent years and has been applied to a number of fields including sensing, metrology, spectroscopy and imaging [18-30]. Several techniques have been developed to leverage the high pulse repetition rates to achieve real-time measurements, including asynchronous optical 



sampling (ASOPS) [18-21], dual-comb spectroscopy [22-24], and dynamic optical sampling by laser cavity tuning (OSCAT) [25-30]. They have demonstrated the feasibility or potential to reach a measurement updating rate well above 1 kHz, and in some cases, into the megahertz range [24].  Here, we propose a new scheme, which combines key aspects of WTM and UOS to address the aforementioned shortcomings of conventional WTM schemes while maintaining the capability of making real-time measurement. We call it time-wavelength optical sampling (TWOS). In TWOS, direct photodetection and electronic sampling are replaced with optical sampling and crosscorrelation measurement. As a result, fast photodetectors and electronics are no longer necessary and the tradeoff between spectral resolution and SNR is mitigated because of the significantly shorter optical sampling signals. Meanwhile, by introducing WTM into an UOS scheme, some of the problems associated with standard UOS are also addressed. For example, TWOS requires sampling the power profile of the time-stretched pulse instead of the field profile. This alleviates the need for fringe-level coherence between the signal pulse and the gating pulse, something that is typically required in standard UOS schemes [18-30]. The combination of the above features leads to a very simple and cost-effective scheme, which, albeit not single shot, can nevertheless achieve real-time updating without the need for high-speed detectors and digitizers. In the following, we present a proof-of-principle demonstration of TWOS in absorption spectroscopy. It should be kept in mind, however, that the general idea of TWOS is applicable under a wide range of contexts. 
2. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION The operating principle of TWOS is illustrated in Fig. 1. The system consists of two parts: i) a linear dispersive element (e.g., optical fiber) performs WTM by stretching the signal pulses, as shown in Fig. 1(a); ii) a tunable interferometer performs the sampling operation on the time-stretched pulses to generate a cross-correlation output, as conceptually depicted in Fig. 1(b). The relative delay scan between the signal pulse train and the sampling pulse train can be accomplished by something as simple as a tunable optical delay line. However, for in situ applications that demand quick update rates, conventional mechanical optical delays may not be able to meet the requirements in both scan rate and scan depth simultaneously [27]. In the current research, this problem is addressed by employing a dynamic OSCAT technique we have developed over the last few years [17,27]. In this scheme, a rapid scan of pulse repetition rate is generated by modulating the cavity length of the ultrafast mode-locked laser, which is accomplished by driving an intracavity piezoelectric (PZT) actuator with a periodically changing voltage. This rep-rate scan is then converted into a scan of relative pulse delay via an interferometer with highly imbalanced arm lengths. It has been shown that the maximum pulse delay variation in terms of free-space length, denoted as Δld here, is related to the cavity length variation ΔLc through [27] 
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 Fig. 1.  The operating principle of TWOS spectroscopy: (a) dispersive wavelength-to-time mapping creates the time-stretched signal pulses; (b) optical sampling on the signal pulses generates crosscorrelations proportional to the spectral profile.  where Δli is the interferometer arm-length difference and Lc0 is the nominal laser cavity length. Since Lc0 is on the order of 0.1 m for typical mode-locked fiber lasers and Δli can be as large as 1–10 km with fiber interferometers, the factor inside the parentheses in (1) is typically ~104–105, which means a micron-scale cavity length tuning can lead to a centimeter-scale scan of relative pulse delay. Such a dramatic gain in length scale allows the use of wideband, small-displacement actuators such as PZT actuators to generate rapid scan of pulse delay with large scan depths. For example, kHz-scale scan rate and cm-scale scan depth have been demonstrated with dynamic OSCAT [27], while intracavity PZT actuators with bandwidths as large as 200 kHz have been realized experimentally [31]. It should be pointed out that dynamic OSCAT in fact suits especially well with TWOS because the long arm of the fiber interferometer can play the dual-function of both pulse stretching and pulse delay. The result is a very simple system configuration as shown in Fig. 2(a). In the current context of TWOS spectroscopy, it is instructive to take a close look at the various factors affecting spectral resolution. First and foremost, the time-wavelength mapping ratio is given approximately by [4] 
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where Δλ is the bandwidth of the ultrafast laser; Δτ is the duration of the stretched pulse; D and l are the group-velocity dispersion (GVD) parameter and the length of the pulse stretching fiber, respectively. Here, the mapping from Δλ to Δτ is considered as linear and higher-order dispersion terms are neglected. This proves to be a very good approximation as shown by experiment later. Next, we examine the sampling process. According to Fig. 1(b), the sampling pulses scan across the wavelength-mapped signal pulses like a “sliding window”.  The minimum resolvable temporal width is determined by both the “window width” and the progression step of the sliding window. The former is simply the full width at half maximum of the sampling pulses, denoted as ΔτFWHM. The latter can be estimated using the dynamic OSCAT formula developed in [27], 
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where ΔTd(t) is the relative time delay between signal and sampling pulses, δT0 is a time offset, fm is the intracavity modulation frequency, fR0 is nominal pulse repetition rate, ΔfR is the maximum deviation of pulse repetition rate due to the intracavity modulation, and ΔT0 is time delay caused by the arm-length difference of the interferometer. A sinusoidal modulation is assumed here and the modulation frequency is taken to be much lower than the pulse repetition rate. Taking the derivative of (3) yields the changing rate of relative pulse delay 
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What we are interested in here is the maximum change of relative pulse delay over the time between two consecutive pulses, denoted as δτOSCAT. This can be found by multiplying the term before cosine with 1/ fR0, which yields 
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The overall temporal resolution of the sampling pulse train is set by the greater factor between pulse width and pulse advancement step: 
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).                       (6)  Combining (2) and (6), the overall TWOS spectral resolution is given by 
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Equation (7) indicates that the minimum resolvable wavelength of a TWOS spectrometer is proportional to the temporal resolution of the sampling pulse train and inversely proportional to the total GVD experienced by the signal pulse train. Another important parameter for spectrometers is total spectral range. In an OSCAT-based TWOS system, this is determined by the total time-delay variation set forth by OSCAT scan as well as the 

total GVD involved in pulse stretching. Combining (2) and (3), it is straightforward to find out that total spectral range can be wriiten as 
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where the factor 2 stems from the use of peak-to-peak time-delay variation in (3). 
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP  

 Fig. 2. An OSCAT-based TWOS spectrometer: (a) system schematics, CLM: fiber collimator, CPL: fiber coupler, DCF: dispersion compen-sating fiber, PD: photodetector, SFM: single-mode fiber; (b) typical time-domain signal (inner, red) and background (outer, blue) cross-correlation traces. To demonstrate the principle of TWOS spectroscopy, we have built a TWOS spectrometer based on our OSCAT system [29]. Fig. 2(a) shows the system schematics.  The light source is a femtosecond mode-locked fiber laser (Menlo Systems M-Comb), operating at a center wavelength of 1540 nm with a repetition rate of 250 MHz. An intracavity PZT actuator attached on one of the cavity mirrors is driven by an external modulator. Under a sinusoidal modulation, the peak-to-peak variation of repetition rate is about 3.55 KHz. The laser output is coupled into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) via fiber coupler CPL1. Most of the power (about 30 mW) is directed into the long signal arm, which consists of 1.24-km single-mode fiber (SMF-28) and 142-m dispersion compensating fiber (DCF). These lengths of fibers are chosen so that the positive and negative GVDs are optimally cancelled and the signal pulses are 



fully recompressed at the end of the 1.38-km fiber link. An extra 38-m SMF is then added to the signal arm for the purpose of pulse stretching. With an estimated GVD of about 18 ps/(nm km), the time-stretched signal pulses have an approximate width of 30 ps. Meanwhile, a small portion of the laser output (about 3 mW) is routed through the short reference arm to provide the sampling pulses. This short arm is 5 m in length and is made of both SMF and DCF for GVD management. The final sampling pulse width is about 200 fs. The two pulse trains are mixed at fiber coupler CPL2 and split into two free-space paths via fiber collimators CLM1 and CLM2. One of these beams is directly focused onto a photodetector (PD1) to produce the background crosscorrelation trace, which is essentially the spectrum of the laser free of sample absorption. The other beam goes through an atomic gas cell via a multi-pass system before impinging on a second and identical photodetector (PD2). The generated crosscorrelation traces carry imprints of the atomic absorption spectrum. A typical pair of background (blue) and signal (red) crosscorrelation traces is shown in Fig. 2(b). The signal trace bears apparent absorption patterns. These patterns can be extracted out of the background using proper computer algorithms. The resulted time-domain traces also need to be mapped back to the frequency domain. In practice, this is done by calibrating the TWOS spectrometer against certain spectral features whose wavelengths can be precisely measured through other means (e.g., spectrum analyzers). The rate of the intracavity scan is controlled by the modulation frequency applied on the PZT. Scanning rates as fast as 200 Hz have been successfully tested on our currect setup, as evident from the time scale of Fig. 2(b). 
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 Fig. 3. Reflective spectrum from a Fabry-Perot etalon measured by the TWOS spectrometer. (a) Periodic resonance peaks are seen over a 60-nm span. (b) The measured resonance frequencies display an excellent linearity, indicating a good linear dispersive mapping.  

Before the TWOS spectrometer can be used on atomic samples, some of its key properties, such as effective spectral width and the linearity of WTM, need to be characterized. This has been done by using a Fabry-Perot etalon (FPE) as the sample and measuring the reflected spectrum with the spectrometer. The FPE is made of a glass substrate of 200-μm thickness, with 35-nm layers of Cr coating sputtered on both sides. It is placed directly against the collimator CLM2 and a fiber circulator is inserted immediately before CLM2 to route the reflected pulse trains to PD2. Fig. 3(a) shows the measured spectrum upon proper data extraction and calibration. Periodic resonance peaks are clearly resolved from 1515 nm to 1575 nm. The 482-GHz measured free-spectral range agrees well with the 200-μm etalon thickness. The frequencies of these resonance peaks are found to follow a highly linear distribution, as shown in Fig. 3(b). This indicates excellent linear mapping between wavelength and time across the entire 60-nm effective wavelength span.  

 Fig. 4. Absorption spectrum of HCN (at 330 Torr) measured by the TWOS spectrometer. (a) The overall spectrum showing both the R and 
P branches (Inset: standard HCN absorption spectrum). (b) and (c) Zoom-in view of R and P branches, respectively, as compared to the HITRAN absorption lines. Next, we use TWOS spectroscopy to analyze atomic samples. Fig. 4 summarizes the results based on a HCN gas sample at 330 Torr in a 5-cm gas cell. Fig. 4(a) is absorption spectrum resulted from a broadband scan (1525 nm – 1565 nm). The scan is performed at a rate of 150 Hz, meaning it requires less than 7 ms to generate a full spectrogram. The spectrogram clearly reveals the 
R and P branches of HCN, whose HITRAN spectrum is shown in Fig. 4(a) inset. The close similarity between the measured spectrum and the documented spectrum indicates the effectiveness of our TWOS spectrometer. To further verify the accuracy of the measured spectrum, finer scans are taken around the center regions of both branches (indicated in Fig. 4(a) with dark squares). The resulted spectrograms are shown in Fig. 4(b) and (c). In both cases, the measured absorption peaks are plotted 



against the grid formed by HITRAN absorption lines. The agreement is found to be very good. It should be noted that the apparent overlapping between adjacent spectral lines in the spectrograms is primarily due to the high pressure (330 Torr) of the gas cell used in the experiment.    
5. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION We now examine the factors that limit the performance of our current TWOS spectrometer.  First, according to (7), the spectral resolution is determined by the total GVD of the pulse-stretching fiber D·l as well as the gating window width δτsmp. The latter is the greater one between sampling pulse width δτFWHM and OSCAT pulse-delay advancement 
δτOSCAT. For the current system, δτFWHM ≈ 200 fs, and δτOSCAT can be estimated based on (5) and relevant system parameters, fm = 150 Hz, fR0 = 250 MHz, ΔfR = 1.78 kHz, and ΔT0 ≈ 6.9 μs, which yield 
δτOSCAT ≈ 0.2 fs. Apparently, δτFWHM is the dominating factor. With 38-m pulse-stretching fiber at a nominal GVD of 18 ps/(nm km), the wavelength resolution δλTWOS is estimated to be approximately 0.3 nm, or 38 GHz. This is about one order of magnitude smaller than the common commercial grating-based spectrometers in this wavelength range and about one order of magnitude larger than the best result based on the conventional WTM scheme [7]. For a proof-of-principle demonstration, we believe this result shows the potential of TWOS spectroscopy. The current spectral resolution is achieved with a very simple system and a mere 38-m pulse stretching fiber. This fiber length is primarily restricted by our wavelength calibration method, but there is no fundamental limit preventing the fiber length, or equivalently, the total GVD, to be much greater. In fact, pulse-stretching fibers of kilometer scale or longer have been routinely used in WTM schemes [5]. It is therefore conceivable that a spectral resolution one- to two-orders-of-magnitude better can be realized with TWOS spectroscopy. Next, the maximum spectral coverage of the spectrometer is given by (8). Using the aforementioned system parameters, ΔλSR is found to be approximately 140 nm. The current system, however, is limited by the 60-nm bandwidth of the mode-locked laser. With nonlinear spectral broadening, the restriction set forth by laser spectral range can be easily overcome. Further expanding the spectral coverage of the OSCAT system would require increasing the ratio of ΔfR/fR0 and the value of ΔT0. Since ΔfR/fR0 = ΔLc/Lc0, the first requirement effectively calls for larger intracavity modulation relative to the nominal cavity length. This can be done by opting for mode-locked lasers with higher repetition rates (hence smaller 
Lc0). It should be noted here that mode-locked lasers with GHz repetition rates are widely available nowadays [16]. Meanwhile, increasing the value of ΔT0 simply requires extending the length of the long arm in the OSCAT system, which appears to be much easier to accomplish. For example, a 10-km long arm in our current OSCAT system in principle could expand the spectral range of the spectrometer to about 1000 nm. Finally, it should be pointed out that the work reported here is only a case study of TWOS and the concept of TWOS is much more generic. Its application is not restricted to spectroscopy, nor does its implimentation have to involve OSCAT. One can easily envision combining TWOS with other ultrafast optical sampling techniques such as ASOPS and applying it to a breadth of fields ranging from imaging to metrology to optical sensing, etc. 

In conclusion, the concept of TWOS is proposed here as an alternative to conventional WTM schemes based on direct photodetection. When combined with emerging ultrafast optical-sampling techniques such as ASOPS and OSCAT, TWOS has the potential to realize real-time measurement with high temporal resolution without the need for high-speed photo-detectors and complicated amplification systems. OSCAT-based TWOS spectroscopy has been theoretically analyzed and experimentally demonstrated. A spectral resolution of 0.3 nm and a total spectral range of 60 nm (laser-limited) have been demonstrated near 1540 nm with a very simple system including only 38-m pulse-stretching fiber. Spectrograms obtained at updating rates as fast as 150 Hz with an HCN gas sample show excellent agreement with standard results. The work could serve as a proof-of-principle study for many future applications of TWOS.  
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